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TOILE-BRUSH. 

to at whom, it may concern, 
Re it known that. , ALICE LOUISE. T. 

iQUGaEAN, a citizen of the United States, 
and a resident of New York, in the county 
of New York and State of New York, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve 
rents in Toilet-Brushes, of which the fol 
owing is a full, clear, and exact description, 
byhereby any one skilled in the art may 
Enake and use the same. 
The invention relates to toilet brushes and 

inore particularly to a toilet brush of the 

Sgecification of Ketters Patent. 

folding type. 
Although the drawings he'ein illustrate 

the invention as applied to a tooth-brush, it 
is obvious that it may likewise be utilized 
in conjunction with nail, hair, or other 
brushes wherein it is desired to provide a 
brush of the folding type. 
One object of the invention is to provide 

for a folding brush in which the brush and 
its retaining member may be folded com 
pactly within a casing which forms a coni 
plete closure therefor. 
A further object is to provide a means in 

conjunction with the casing for firly and 
positively locking the brush in extended po 
sition with the casing closed so that in use 
any strain placed upon the brush will not 
tend to open the casing and will not 'equire 
any special pressure of the hand to maintain 
the parts in open position. 
A still further object is to combine in a 

brush of the character described, features of 
renovability and renewability of the blush 
portion in order that the same casing, which 
may be of a highly ornamental character 
suitaiole for travelers’ use and toilet sets. 
may be used indefinitely with new brushes 
as desired. 

Referring to the drawings Higre i is a 
perspective view of the device with the cas 
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ing closed and containing the brush and sup 
porting section. Fig. 2 is a top pian view 
with the box-like handle open, showing the 
bi'ush folded into the handle. Fig. 3 is a 
similar view with the iurush in extendel lo 
sition. Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the 
brush with the box closed and forning a 
handle. Fig. 5 is a detail view of the lock 
ing device intermediate the brush and hol 
low box-like cover. 

It is not new in the art to provide hollow 
handles for toilet articles such as tooth 
brushes into which the brush may be insert 
ed and retained either by folding said brush 

Patiented July 23, 1924. 
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into the sections of the hollow handle or by 
insertion through the end thereof and it has 
become a common practice to form folding 
tooth - brushes and the like having inter 
changeable brush sections which may be con 
veniently inserted in and locked with refer 
ence to the back or handle section. In such 
devices, so far as known, the hollow handle 
or casing into which the brush section is 
folded ol' inserted is opened to withdraw the 
brush section and when in closed position 
naust be held firmly in the hand to prevent 
Separation of the parts when strains are 
placed upon the brush in the ordinary meth 
ods of use. 

it is one of the principal objects of the 
present invention to provide a means for 
positively holding the brush in extended po 
sition by utilizing the sections of the casing 
for iOcking the parts So that strains will not 
be transmitted in sich manner as to tend to 
Open the Sections of the casing. By this al 
rangement, the hollow handle or casing may 
be held lightly in the hand, as would the 
handle of an ordinary tooth-brush and need 
not be forcibly gripped to claimp and hold 
the brush in extended position. 

išeferring to the drawings, the Juneral I 
denotes the lower section of a hollow handle 
or casing which has linged thereto a sini 
larly formed section 2. 
of the lower section 1 is a bifu'eated line 
ber 3 which serves as a means for pivoting 
the handle-section 4 to the casing. The han 
cle 4 extends into the opening 5 intermediate 
the bifurcations of the boss 3 and is pivoted 
therein upon a pin (5. The bifurcated pivot 
support 3 is of peculiar form and has an ex 
tension 7 which underlies the back side 8 of 
the hit ladie section 4 forning a stop when 
the Andie section and brush are in open 
position. It is also provided with sholders 
9, 10, which register with shoulders 11, 1 i? 
formed upon the pivotal section of the han 
cle member 4. The pivotal secting of the 
handle member 4, when the handle is in open 
position, jies between the bifurcations of the 
pivot support and its shoulder 11, together 
with the shoulders 9, and 10 form a continu 
ous Wail. 
The upper casing section 2 has at its tor 

ward end an extended boss 12, the face of 
which, when the sections 1 and 2, are closed together, alpits against the shouldea's 9. 10 
and il, and as the Boyer.side of the handle 4 
rests Rapon the, ledge 7, the basing sections 
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when closed, positively lock the handle in its 
open position. No matter in what direction 
the brush is moved. when in use, no sufficient 
strains will be transmitted to the sections 1, 
2 of the casing to tend in any sense to open them. They are lightly secured together by 
a catch, 13 which, as illustrated, has a pin 14 rojecting through the casing so that it may 
E. released to open the cover-section 2 with 
reference to the base section 1. These sec tions 1, 2 are preferably hinged together as 
illustrated and form a complete closure for 
the brush and handle section 4. 

Projecting upward from the inner face of 
the lower section 1 and on either side of the bifurcated pivot-support 3 are lugs 15, 15 
against which the inner face 16 of the cover 
section 2 abuts, when the cover is closed. 
These permit of the casing being made of 

2 conspiratively light thin material and form 
a direct stop in a longitudinal line with ref 
erence to the member 2. The lugs 15, 5' 8 

are preferably slightly beveled so that the 
casing 2 is firmly forced into position with 

as the lug 12 pressed against the shoulders 9, 
10 and 11 when the handle is open. 

It is obvious that when the sections 1, 2 
are separated along the line of the hinge, 
the brush and handle section 4 may be fold 

so ed within the casing, the whole device pro viding a very compact, neat structure which 
may be formed of any desired material such 
as celluloid composition or any of the light 
materials employed in manufacturing toilet 

85 articles. It is preferred, however, to form 
the casing ind handle section 4 of light 
metal so that the whole structure may be 
readily sterilized and will suffer no damage 
from immersion in hot water or sterilizing 

49 Solutions. As illustrated in the drawings, the brush 
is made removalie with reference to the han 
die section 4 and the brush backing 17. The 
bristles 18 are preferably supported in a 

45 backing 19, the bristles and backing 19 form 
ing a unit which may be inserted within or 
removed from the brush back t. As a 
convenient means of holding the brush sec 
tion with reference to the back, the bristle 

50 supporting member 19 is grooved as at 20 
and this groove engages a slide-way 21 
formed in the backing 17. 
locked in said slide-way by a catch 22 herein 
shown as a flush screw which projects 

55 through the backing 21 suitably engaged 
with the end 22 of the handie section 4. In 
lieu of a screw, any desired form of catch 
may be employed. This provides for a very 
hygienic form of folding brush and nakes 

60, it particularly well adapted for use in con 
junction with toilet sets and for the traveler. 
New brushes may be readily inserted in the 
holder 17 as the brush-sections become soiled 
or deteriorate and therefore, the purchaser 

The brush is 

tion in the device. 

by forming the section 4 of the 

paratively small expense, provide himself 
with an unlimited number of lew brushes. 
If desired, of course, the bristies and back 
ing may be made in one piece with reference 
to the handle section 4 and this handil. See. 
tion may be made renewable by einoviiig 
the pivot 6 and inserting a new hardie sec. 

in such a case, the hai 
de-section 4 with its permanently arranged 
brush might be formed of celluloid composi 
tion, bone or any of the materials coir only 
used in brush making and these Cold be eigh 
ployed with a metallic casing. ii owe'rer, it 
is quite unnecessary to have the whole han 
die section 4 made renewable it as saiach 

iight, 32&ti 
ar it may be readily cleaiased slidis 

will form at ample support, i 
section which consists of 3 suita 
and the bristies. 

By cutting away the front waii of 
lower section 1 of the casing as at 
the front, wall of the tipper section 3 of the 
casing as at 24, a handle 4 of very substan 
tial for in may be employed without interier 
ing with the beauty or appearance of . 
casing and when the casing is is closed co 
sition, these parts, in conia iiction. With the 
€xtended boss 2 and the lig 12 wii: irictly 
hold the brush within the casing and pre 
vent in ovement and rattling thereof... it, 
of course, to be prestamed that the en 
easing Inlay be formed fro\) sheet, netal siti 
ably stamped up to provide the bosses and 
pivot supports, etc., heretofore ential ei'ated 
and when so stamped and for ined up of thin 
ineta, the casing may be embellished with 
any desired ornate design. 

(Obviously, the exact, design or for in of 
the casing is immaterial and various detail 
changes might be made in the construction 
and Li'i'angenient of the parts without de 
parting from the spirit or intent of the in 
vention which has as one of its principal ob 
jects a locking stop provided by the sections 
of the casing for taking any longitudinal 
thrust or strains intermediate the brush 
and casing which would tend to separate the 
sections of the casing. 
What I claim as my invention and de 

Si 

sire to secure by ette's latent, is: 
1. in a folding toilet blish a casing hav. 

ing a base section and a cover section hinged 
tile)'eto, a boss extended from the base-sec 
tion, a brush-handle pivoted thereto and 
provided with a locking shoulder and a lug 
of the cover Section arranged to engage the s 

locking shoulder of the handle section with 
the base and cover-section in closed position. 

2. In a folding toilet brush, a casing com- . 
prising a base-section and a cover-section, a 
bifurcated boss extending from the base 
section, a brush-handle piyoted thereto, a 
edge on said boss to engage the handle sec 

65 may, with a single handle section, at a com- tion when in open position, shoaidai's on said 
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bifurcated member arranged to be engaged 
by the cover section and a lug on the handle 
section adapted to register with said shoul 
ders and abut against the cover section when 
the cover and base of the casing are in closed position. 

3. In a folding toilet brush, a casing com 
prising a base section and a cover section, a 
bifurcated boss extending from one end of 
the base section, a brush-handle pivoted 
therein provided with a locking shoulder, 
shoulders upon the bifurcated boss register 
ing with the locking shoulder of the handle 
member with the brush in extended position, 
a lug on the cover section forming a stop 
which abuts against the shoulders of the bi 
furcated boss and brush-handle and stop 
lugs extending from the lower section of the 

3. 

casing into the upper section of the casing 
opposite the shoulders of the bifurcated 
boss. 

4. In a folding toilet brush, a casing hav 
ing a base section and a cover section hinged 
thereto, a boss extending from the base sec 
tion, a brush handle pivoted thereto and 
provided with a locking shoulder, a shoul 
der on the boss to limit the opening move 
ment of the handle, and a lug on the cover 
section arranged to engage the locking 
shoulder of the handle section with the base 
and cover section in closed position. 

ALICE LOUISE. T. LOUGHLIN. 
Witnesses: 

WM. B. HILL, 
KATE BRENNER. 
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